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Case Studies

We help you grow.

How brands are using the Finch platform to increase their eCommerce footprint and grow profitably.
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                          Paid Social

Festive Lights beat Q4 goals by 15% with a 25X ROAS on Pinterest

UK-based retailer of decorative lighting and accessories exceeded Q4 2022 goals by embracing channel growth and adding Pinterest Ads to their marketing mix.
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                          Channel Growth

L9 increased YoY revenue by 81% in 5th year with Finch

Utah-based sporting goods supplier effectively expanded their channel footprint based on a customized cross-channel growth plan.
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                          Stable Growth

Using MER to guide long-time client through the 2022 market

How a Utah-based sporting goods supplier effectively navigated the uncertainty and challenges of the 2022 eCommerce market by maintaining profitable MER.
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                          Strategic Alignment

Springlane gained control of their complex ad ecosystem while adding efficiency

How Springlane used purpose-built software to plan, execute and manage eCommerce growth, which became the recipe for their success.
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                          Strategic Alignment

Avery Zweckform achieves steady long-term growth of 116% YoY

Avery Zweckform surpassed their revenue goals by taking control of their eCommerce growth with purpose-built tools and extended domain expertise.


                        
                      
                      
                      
                      
                        
                     

                      

                        
                          
                       
                        
                          
                         
                        
                      
                  

                  
                
              

            

          

      
    

  































     
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
     
  































    
        
          
            
              
                
   
    Ready to grow?

Every eCommerce brand has a unique growth story. We want to be a big part of yours.
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	Get Finch's monthly newsletter!
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